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Abstract

Morphometric evidence derived from studies of mast cells, pancreatic acinar cells and other cell types supports a model in which the
post-Golgi processes that generate mature secretory granules can be resolved into three steps: (1) fusion of small, Golgi-derived pro-
granules to produce immature secretory granules which have a highly constrained volume; (2) transformation of such immature gran-
ules into mature secretory granules, a process often associated with a reduction in the maturing granule’s volume, as well as changes
in the appearance of its content and (3) fusion of secretory granules of the smallest size, termed ‘unit granules’, forming granules whose
volumes are multiples of the unit granule’s volume. Mutations which perturb this process can cause significant pathology. For example,
Chediak–Higashi syndrome / lysosomal trafficking regulator (CHS)/(Lyst) mutations result in giant secretory granules in a number of
cell types in human beings with the Chediak–Higashi syndrome and in ‘beige’ (Lystbg/Lystbg) mice. Analysis of the secretory granules
of mast cells and pancreatic acinar cells in Lyst-deficient beige mice suggests that beige mouse secretory granules retain the ability to
fuse randomly with other secretory granules no matter what the size of the fusion partners. By contrast, in normal mice, the pattern of
granule–granule fusion occurs exclusively by the addition of unit granules, either to each other or to larger granules. The normal pat-
tern of fusion is termed unit addition and the fusion evident in cells with CHS/Lyst mutations is called random addition. The proposed
model of secretory granule formation has several implications. For example, in neurosecretory cells, the secretion of small amounts of
cargo in granules constrained to a very narrow size increases the precision of the information conveyed by secretion. By contrast, in
pancreatic acinar cells and mast cells, large granules composed of multiple unit granules permit the cells to store large amounts of mate-
rial without requiring the amount of membrane necessary to package the same amount of cargo into small granules. In addition, the for-
mation of mature secretory granules that are multimers of unit granules provides a mechanism for mixing in large granules the con-
tents of unit granules which differ in their content of cargo.
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Introduction

Many cells, such as fibroblasts, plasma cells and hepatocytes,
constitutively export specialized macromolecules directly from the
Golgi within simple small vesicles [1–3]. Other cell types, whose
function includes the regulated secretion of various products, uti-
lize secretory organelles that are variously termed ‘secretory vesi-
cles’ or ‘secretory granules’ (Fig. 1) and which have a complex life

history. For simplicity, throughout this review we will use the term
‘secretory granules’ or ‘granules’ interchangeably to refer to these
secretory organelles. Cells that package products destined for
secretion within secretory granules include exocrine and
endocrine cells, neurons and haematopoietic cells. Many but not
all such secretory granules have electron dense content, which
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may show little evident organization (Fig. 1A and C) or, in other
instances, as in eosinophils [4] and human mast cells [5], can
exhibit considerable structure. The contents of secretory granules
range from proteins and proteoglycans to small molecules such
as acetylcholine and histamine.

The now classical model of secretory granule formation holds
that proteins are transported from the rough endoplasmic reticu-
lum to the proximal or cis side of the Golgi cisternae, then through
the Golgi to its opposite, trans-face [2, 6–11]. While moving
through the Golgi cisternae, the proteins undergo a number of
modifications, and are ultimately packaged in transport vesicles or
‘progranules’ with variably electron-dense content. Morphological
evidence has indicated that progranules, the smallest of which in

some cells have volumes 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller than
that of their respective mature secretory granules (Fig. 1), can fuse
to form structures which have been termed by various authors
‘condensing vacuoles’ or ‘immature granules’ [12–18]. Further
modifications create the mature secretory granule [6, 7, 19–21].

The ultimate fate of the secretory granule is release of the gran-
ule contents from the cell, accomplished by fusion of the limiting
membrane of the secretory granule with the plasma membrane. A
specific site of such fusion, termed the porosome, has been char-
acterized in a number of cell types [22]. Moreover, in some cell
types, secretion of granule contents can occur by the transient
docking and fusion of the granule membrane with the plasma
membrane [22, 23]. The period of time between secretory granule

Fig. 1 (A), (B) Transmission electron micrographs of a pancreatic acinar cell from a mouse killed 8 hrs after pilocarpine administration to induce secre-
tion of granules. Many mature secretory granules (MG in A) are present in the cytoplasm outside of the progranule zone (indicated by dashed line),
which is limited by the outermost of the Golgi cisternae, the mature granules and the rough endoplasmic reticulum. Within the progranule zone are 
several membrane-delimited structures of various sizes (arrows in B), containing electron dense content that is more variegated in appearance than that
in the mature granules; the smallest of these structures are interpreted as progranules and the larger ones may represent the products of fusion of 
progranules. mi mitochondrion; N nucleus. Bars: (A) 2 �m; (B) 1 �m. (A and B are reproduced in modified form from [17], with the permission of the
publisher.) (C), (D) Transmission electron micrographs of mast cells in the subcutaneous tissue of a 35 mm rat embryo (C) or a newborn rat (D). In
(C), a mast cell in mitosis exhibits some MG with homogeneously electron dense content. Chr chromatin. Numerous progranules (PG in D) are pres-
ent in the Golgi zone (Go in C). In (D), several progranules appear to have aggregated at ‘a’ and larger structures (f), representing immature granules,
appear to contain progranules in various stages of fusion; the small arrows near f indicate the close association of the rough endoplasmic reticulum
with one of the immature granules. N nucleus. Bars: (C) 2 �m; (D) 1 �m. (C and D are Figs 3 and 4, reproduced in modified form, © J. W. Combs [73],
with the permission of the publisher.)
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formation and release varies considerably depending on a variety
of cell-specific factors. In the case of mast cells, granules may
persist in the cytoplasm for days to months before being released
by the cell [24]. By contrast, the life time of secretory zymogen
granules of pancreatic acinar cells is typically a matter of hours in
non-fasting animals [6, 25].

Important features of the process of secretory granule forma-
tion were identified in the 1960s and early 1970s using a combi-
nation of transmission electron microscopy (EM) and EM
radioautography. Perhaps because there was no question about
the ultimate fate of secretory granules, little or no attention was
paid to events in the life history of a secretory granule between
its origin and its ultimate destiny at the plasma membrane.
Furthermore, analyses of the size of secretory granules within a
single cell type usually assumed a normal (Gaussian) distribution
of granule size. This assumption, while useful for comparing
secretory granules sizes among different cell types, was incorrect
and, as we shall describe, interfered with the discovery of some
interesting features of the life history of secretory granules.

The ‘unit granule’ and evidence 
of granule–granule fusion

The notion that little happened to secretory granules between the
time they were formed in the Golgi and secreted by the cell was
challenged first on the basis of detailed morphometric analyses of
secretory granules in mast cells [26–29] and subsequently in pan-
creatic acinar cells [17, 30, 31], as well as in several additional cell
types [4, 32, 33]. The key assumption underlying these studies
was that secretory granules are organelles which develop and then
persist over a period of time, not structures whose important fea-
tures can be appreciated simply by single measurements of their
diameters. This implies that secretory granules should be studied
in ways which permit accurate assessment of their volume rather
than their diameter and, to the extent feasible, the volume of
secretory granules should be studied over their lifetimes.

To characterize the true distribution of secretory granule size in
rat mast cells, a computer-assisted morphometric approach was
employed in which cross-sectional areas of granules were meas-
ured directly on randomly obtained transmission electron micro-
graphs. In such a setting, most of the sections would not be truly
equatorial and some would sample only a small part of the
organelle (Fig. 2). The measured granule profile areas (ai) were
then converted to their ‘equivalent volumes’ (V1), where V1 �

(4�/3)(ai/�)3/2 and the noise in the histogram of organelle equiv-
alent volumes was smoothed by a moving bin of continuous aver-
aging [26, 27].

The key assumption in this approach is that it is possible to
identify the true size of the organelle of interest by an appropriate
analysis of multiple cross-sectional areas of the structure, most of
which are not true equatorial sections. This assumption was
tested by computer simulation of the section areas which would

be obtained from the random sectioning of a 1:1 mixture of per-
fect spheres of volumes of 1 and 2 unit volumes, converting these
sphere profile areas into the equivalent sphere volumes, and plot-
ting a histogram showing the frequencies of cross-sectional areas
and equivalent sphere volumes [27]. The peaks in this histogram
identified correctly that the parent population of spheres comprise
spheres of 1 and 2 unit volumes (Fig. 2). This method can be used
not only for true spheres but also for ellipsoid structures with an
axial ratio, defined as the largest diameter divided by the diameter
perpendicular to the largest diameter, of �1.3 [34].

This morphometric approach also depends on the ability of the
moving bin method of continuous averaging of equivalent vol-
umes to identify peaks in the distribution which closely approxi-
mate the true volumes of the structures sectioned [27, 35]. In the
initial study of rat peritoneal mast cells, the same peaks were iden-
tified in the moving bin histograms of granule equivalent volumes
using three different bin sizes and based on data derived from two
different total numbers of granules (Fig. 3). In each instance, the
mean distance between the peaks in the distribution was roughly
equivalent to the volume defined by the first peak.

These results showed that mature secretory granules in mast
cells have a periodic, multimodal volume distribution and that the

Fig. 2 Model histograms of equivalent volumes calculated from (as
shown in inset) cross-sectional areas obtained by random sectioning of
two populations of computer-generated spheres: a uniform population 
of spheres of 1-unit volume (solid lines) and a 1: 1 mixture of spheres of 
1- and 2-unit volumes (dashed lines). The drawing above the histograms
shows how the sectioning of spheres of identical volume will produce
(left to right) small, intermediate or equatorial cross-sectional areas,
depending on the location of the section plan relative to the equator of the
sphere. (Modified from [27], with the permission of the publisher.)
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successive modes are integral multiples of the smallest volume
identified. Secretory granules of this smallest volume class were
termed ‘unit granules’ and their volume was designated ‘V1’,
whereas those with volumes two, three or four times that of the
unit granule were designated ‘V2’, ‘V3’ and ‘V4’, respectively (Fig. 3).
Application of this approach to mature secretory granules of rat
[27, 36–38], mouse [39], mole rat [40] and human [5, 28] mast
cells, mouse and rat pancreatic acinar cells [30, 31, 39], rat
eosinophils [4] and rat neuroendocrine cells [32, 33], demonstrated
that this pattern of the distribution of sizes of mature secretory
granules was common to each of these different secretory cells.

These findings support the hypothesis that the secretory gran-
ules of these cell types, after initial formation as unit granules,
undergo fusion within the cell prior to secretion, resulting in the
other size classes of secretory granules [27, 31]. The alternative

explanation compatible with the results of the morphometric
analysis is that secretory granules of different size classes, which
vary as multiples of the unit granule volume, are produced by the
Golgi. This alternative hypothesis was less appealing conceptually,
inconsistent with the sizes of vesicles within the Golgi area and
less compatible with the results of subsequent pulse labelling
studies of secretory granules (see below).

Although multiple peaks had previously been seen in frequency
distributions of secretory granule size [41–46], the presentation of
data for diameters rather than equivalent volumes obscured the
relationships among the peaks. Similarly, demonstration of the
quantal release of acetylcholine at the neuromuscular junction
[47] provided evidence for a non-continuous variation in the
release of acetylcholine but was unable to distinguish between the
simultaneous release of multiple vesicles of a fixed small size and
the release of vesicles of varying size formed by fusion of unit
granules prior to secretion. The use of equivalent volumes, and the
improved covariances resulting from using areas rather than
diameters to calculate the volumes, permitted the identification of
the periodic character of the multimodal distributions.

Several lines of evidence, in addition to morphometry per-
formed on specimens examined by conventional EM, support the
basic hypothesis that secretory granule size distribution in a given
cell type reflects the fusion of unit granules over time prior to their
secretion. Measurements of the enzyme content of individual
secretory granules in pancreatic acinar cells indicate that enzyme
content varies roughly as a multiple of the smallest content
observed [48]. Data derived from measurements of time-resolved
patch-clamp capacitance of the plasma membrane [49] confirmed
the multimodal distribution of the sizes of secreted granules in rat
mast cells. In the patch-clamp studies, histograms of the sizes of
the step increases in plasma membrane surface area, reflecting
the addition of perigranule membrane of secretory granules to the
plasma membrane during exocytosis of mast cell secretory gran-
ules, showed at least four peaks where the spacing between peaks
averaged 1.3 � 0.4 �m2. Similar results were documented in
patch clamp studies of human and horse eosinophils [50]. Finally,
additional evidence that mature secretory granules have volumes
which are different multiples of the smallest size class was pro-
vided by direct measurements of the secretory granules in mouse
pancreatic acinar cells by EM of ‘wet’ glutaraldehyde-fixed speci-
mens [51]. The latter study eliminated the unlikely possibility that
multimodality was the result of the post-fixation preparation of the
tissue for conventional transmission EM.

One prediction of the model of granule enlargement by gran-
ule–granule fusion in cells in which unit granules are continually
being produced is that in cell types which retain their granules for
long periods of time, the size of secretory granules will increase
with the age of the animals. In mast cells, granules are thought
largely to be retained within the cell until it receives a ‘degranula-
tion signal’, such as challenge with IgE and specific antigen or by
some other agonist of mast cell degranulation [52–54]. Analysis
of peritoneal mast cells in rats of different ages showed that the
unit granule volume remained constant over time but the mean
size of the mature secretory granules and the total mass of

Fig. 3 Moving-bin histogram of granule equivalent volumes calculated by
using transmission electron micrographs to measure cross-sectional
areas of cytoplasmic granules in rat peritoneal mast cells. In (A), data for
2327 granules are presented using bin sizes of 0.0036 �m3 (upper
curve) and 0.0072 �m3 (lower curve). In (B), a bin size of 0.0045 �m3

is used to compare data obtained from 2327 granules (upper curve) ver-
sus the first 1050 granules measured (lower curve). The arrows (V1, V2, V3,
etc.) are placed at integral multiples of the mean intermodal distance cal-
culated for each curve, a value that defines the magnitude of the ‘unit
 volume’. (Modified from [27], with the permission of the publisher.)
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granules per cell progressively increased [55]. Moreover, there
was a close correlation between the progressive increase in the
total granule volume of a cell over time and the cell’s content of the
granule-stored mediators, histamine and heparin (Fig. 4, ‘Aging
data’) [36, 55]. A similar close correlation between the number of
unit granules per mast cell and the content of histamine and
heparin was observed in rats killed for analysis of peritoneal mast
cells by transmission EM 8, 17 or 34 days after the mast cells were
induced to degranulate in vivo by four injections (i.p.) of
polymyxin B (Fig. 4, ‘Regranulation data’) [37, 56].

The simplest and, we suggest, most likely explanation of these
observations is that the Golgi continuously produces unit granules
whose size and content are tightly constrained and largely con-
stant over the lifetime of the cell whereas, over time, the progres-
sive fusion of these unit granules results in larger granules. These
processes thus are responsible for both an increased mass of

granules, and an increased content of histamine, heparin and, pre-
sumably, other mediators which are stored in the granules.

Evidence for two models of secretory
granule formation, unit addition and
random fusion

The Monte Carlo method can be used to predict the distribution of
secretory granule sizes which would be observed in two possible
models of granule–granule fusion, analogous to ‘addition’ and
‘condensation’ models of polymerization [57, 58]: (1) unit addi-
tion, in which the only fusogenic secretory granule is the unit
granule, which can fuse with existing secretory granules of any
size and (2) random addition, in which secretory granule fusion
can occur between granules of any size. Unit addition results in a
distribution of secretory granule sizes in which some multiple of
the unit granule size is the most frequent size. In the random addi-
tion model, the most frequent volume in the size distribution will
be the unit granule. Furthermore, very large granules will occur
more frequently in the random addition model than in the unit
addition model, because in the former case large granules can
fuse with other large granules. The correspondence of the distri-
butions of the actual measurements with the two theoretical dis-
tributions can be assessed using a standard statistical method, the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test [31, 36].

Beige mice have a genetic syndrome characterized by unusu-
ally large secretory granules within mast cells (Fig. 5) and certain
other cell types [59–62]. When mast cell secretory granules were
analysed in beige versus the corresponding wild-type mice, the

Fig. 4 Heparin (upper panel) and histamine (lower panel) content of rat
peritoneal mast cells as a function of number of unit granules per mast
cell. ‘Regranulation data’ (indicated by solid diamonds) were derived from
rats killed for analysis of peritoneal mast cells by transmission EM 8, 17
or 34 days after the mast cells were induced to degranulate in vivo by four
injections (i.p.) of polymyxin B (mg/kg body weight of 2.8 on day 1, 5.7
and days 2 and 3 and 12.0 and day 4). ‘Aging data’ (indicated by solid tri-
angles) were derived from control rats (not injected with mast cell activat-
ing agents) killed for analysis of peritoneal mast cells by transmission EM
at 1, 2–3 or 5–6 months of age. (Data in upper panel are from [55, 56],
with the permission of the publisher: S. Karger, Basel; figure in lower
panel is reproduced from [37], with the permission of the publisher.)

Fig. 5 Dermal mast cells from (A) a C57BL/6 wild-type mouse and (B) a
C57BL/6-Lyst bg/Lyst bg (‘beige’) mouse. The secretory granules (some
indicated by arrows) in the beige mouse mast cell are much larger and
fewer in number than those in the wild-type mouse mast cell. Bar (for A
and B): 2 �m.
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size distribution of secretory granules in wild-type mast cells con-
formed to that expected if the granule–granule fusion was by unit
addition (Fig. 6A). By contrast, in beige mice, the secretory gran-
ule size distribution conformed to the prediction of a random pat-
ter of granule fusion (Fig. 6B). The same was true for the analysis
of the size distributions of pancreatic acinar cell secretory gran-
ules in wild-type versus beige mice, although the differences
between the secretory granules of beige and wild-type pancreatic
acinar cells were not as obvious upon visual inspection of the
transmission electron micrographs of these cells as they were in
the case of mast cells [39]. As noted above, mast cells can retain
their secretory granules for weeks to months, whereas pancreatic
acinar cells typically secrete their granules in a matter of hours.
Because mast cell secretory granules reside in the cell for much

longer periods prior to secretion than do acinar cell granules, mast
cell granules have more time to undergo fusion prior to secretion,
with the consequent generation of extremely large granules in
such cells in the mutant animals.

The mutation in beige mice is a null allele of Lyst (lysosomal
trafficking regulator) [63] and the orthologue of the CHS
(Chediak–Higashi syndrome) gene in human beings [64, 65]. Lyst,
a cytoplasmic protein of ~424 kD, is the founding member of the
family of BEACH proteins, named because they contain a BEACH
(beige and Chediak) domain, which includes the amino acid
sequence Trp-Ile-Asp-Leu [66]. Lyst initially was thought to be
cytosolic protein, because the predicted protein sequence lacks an
obvious transmembrane domain or a signal sequence [66].
However, it appears very likely that Lyst requires interactions with
membranes, presumably mediated via interactions with other pro-
teins, to perform its physiological roles [67].

LvsB is the orthologue of Lyst in the amoeba Dictyostelium
discoideum. In this species, GFP-labelled LvsB was localized to
post-lysosomes, secretory organelles that eventually fuse with the
plasma membrane and release their contents [68, 69]. Functional
evaluation in LvsB-null amoebae revealed that the loss of LvsB
resulted in inappropriate heterotypic fusion of different intracellu-
lar compartments [69]. Notably, LvsB null cells exhibited both
enlarged acid lysosomes and very large post-lysosomes [69]. The
authors concluded that Lyst proteins act as negative regulators of
fusion and suggested that Lyst may provide specificity for endo-
somal fusion [69]. In a contradictory study analysing a lvsB
knockout in Dictyostelium, Charette and Cosson [70] found that a
lack of LvsB resulted in a slowing of the maturation of lysosomes
into fusion-competent post-lysosomes and a reduction in the
number and in the secretion of post-lysosomes, but the small
increase in the size of the post-lysosomes, measured by confocal
microscopy, was not significant.

The reason for the differences in the results obtained in the
studies by Kypri et al. [69] and Charette and Cosson [70] is not
clear. However, the morphometric data derived from the studies of
the secretory granules of mast cells and pancreatic acinar cells in
beige (Lyst bg/Lyst bg) versus wild-type mice, namely, the very
large size of the granules in the mutant mice and the evidence that
the Lyst bg/Lyst bg granules of any size retain the ability to fuse with
other granules, suggest that Lyst is a negative regulator of granule–
granule fusion in mice. The fact that the size of the unit granule in
beige mouse mast cells is ~18-fold that in wild-type mast cells
[39] further suggests that Lyst also may negatively regulate
fusional events in the formation of the unit granule (see below).

How Lyst performs such functions is not yet understood.
Using a yeast two-hybrid screen, followed by an in vitro binding
assay, Tchernev et al. [67] provided evidence that human Lyst can
interact with proteins that regulate vesicle docking and fusion dur-
ing exocytosis, including 14–3-3, casein kinase II, and the soluble
NSF attachment protein (i.e. SNAP) receptor (SNARE) complex
protein HRS. Grimberg et al. [71], using rat basophilic leukaemia
(RBL) cells, showed that rat basophilic leukaemia cells lacking
synaptotagmin III, which can participate in interactions involving
SNARE complex proteins, exhibited unit granules of normal size

Fig. 6 Moving bin histograms demonstrating periodic, multimodal distri-
butions of control (A) or beige (B) mouse dermal mast cells granule
equivalent volumes. The arrows (V1, V2, V3, etc.) are placed at integral
multiples of the mean intermodal distance, a value that defines the mag-
nitude of the ‘unit volume’. Insets show the distribution of the measured
granule cross-sectioned areas. In (A), 826 granules (in 24 mast cells)
were analysed with a bin size of 0.0021 �m3 moved every 0.0003 �m3.
In (B), 344 granules (in 28 mast cells) were analysed with a bin size of
0.035 �m3 moved every 0.005 �m3. Note the difference in the volume
ordinates in (A) and (B). (Reproduced from [39], with the permission of
the publisher.)
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but an increased number of very large secretory granules. The
authors interpreted this finding as suggesting that such cells
might have a defect in the removal and recycling of proteins from
immature granules during the process of granule maturation.
However, the definitive molecular mechanisms which explain why
the Lyst protein is so critical for the physiological unit addition
model of granule–granule fusion, and how its absence results in
the striking abnormalities of structure and function observed in
the cells of beige mice, remain to be identified.

Formation of unit granules: progranule
fusion, immature granule maturation
and membrane conservation

The evidence reviewed above indicates that unit granules exist and
that, in mast cells, pancreatic acinar cells and other cell types, the
populations of mature secretory granules in individual cells com-
prise unit granules and larger granules whose volumes are multi-
ples of unit granules. The phenotypic effects of Lyst mutations
suggest that Lyst participates in a mechanism that controls gran-
ule–granule fusion by restricting the fusion mechanism to unit
granules. But what is the mechanism that controls the volume of
the unit granule? Lyst appears to be involved in this process, in
that unit granules in beige (Lyst bg/Lyst bg) mouse mast cells are
~18-fold the volume of those in wild-type mast cells [39].
However, the process that results in the formation of unit granules
is likely to be quite complex. The first stage of the process is the
production and fusion of many progranules (�100 in the case of
mouse pancreatic acinar cells [17]) to form a structure termed by
various authors a ‘condensing vacuole’ [7, 72] or an ‘immature
granule’ [14, 15, 17, 18, 73]. Second, in many cell types, there is
also a significant reduction of the volume and, in some cases, a
reorganization of the contents, of the condensing vacuole/ 
immature granule, in a process that has been termed ‘condensation’
[6, 7, 19–21]. In some instances, condensation includes forma-
tion of amyloid-like aggregates [74]. Finally, there must be a 
balancing of the progranule fusion and condensation processes to
achieve a mature unit granule whose volume is very narrowly 
constrained, e.g. the coefficients of variation of rat and mouse
pancreatic acinar cell unit granules are �0.2 and in the range of
0.08–0.16, respectively [31, 51].

Arguably the most likely points of control in this process are
the production by the Golgi of progranules of relatively uniform
size and the regulation, by either a ‘counter’ or a ‘timer’, of the
number of such uniform progranules that fuse to form an imma-
ture unit granule. Using data drawn primarily from the analysis
of these processes in rat and mouse mast cells and mouse 
pancreatic acinar cells, we will comment on two aspects of 
the production of unit granules: progranule fusion and immature
granule maturation and the accompanying process of membrane
conservation.

Progranule fusion and immature granule maturation

In mast cells, ultrastructural observations [26, 27, 38, 39, 55, 56,
73, 75] suggest that mast cell secretory granules are derived from
the coalescence of numerous progranules with small volumes (1.8
� 10	4 to 5.2 � 10	4

�m3 in rat mast cells) yielding an imma-
ture granule with heterogeneous content. In rat mast cells, such
immature granules have a volume of ~0.065 �m3, so that each
mature granule formed from a single immature granule must be
derived from the fusion of at least 100 progranules. EM observa-
tions suggest that a similar process also occurs during the forma-
tion of immature granules in pancreatic acinar cells [25, 29, 31,
39], eosinophils [76] and other cell types [7]. In this review, we
use the term ‘immature granule’ to refer to structures in pancre-
atic acinar cells which are found outside of the progranule zone,
that is defined as outside the area delimited by the outermost of
the Golgi cisternae, the mature granules and the rough endoplas-
mic reticulum [17], but which lack the homogenously electron
dense content characteristic of the mature granules in this cell
type [17]. Morphometric analysis of mouse pancreatic acinar cells
demonstrated that the smallest progranules observed in the pro-
granule zone following secretion induced by pilocarpine had a vol-
ume of 0.0094 � 0.0002 �m3 [17]. This measurement indicated
that the immature granules identified in this cell type, that have a
mean volume of 1.0–1.2 �m3, would require fusion of 106–128 of
progranules, assuming that the size of the immature granule was
determined solely by the fusion of progranules [17].

In many cell types, including pancreatic acinar cells [6, 72] and
mouse and rat mast cells [12, 55, 56, 73, 77], the immature gran-
ules contain variable mixtures of electron dense and electron
lucent content (Fig. 1B) and, in some cell types, membrane vesi-
cles, whereas the mature secretory granules appear homoge-
neously electron-dense (Figs 1A, C and 5). In mouse pancreatic
acinar cells, morphometric data indicated that the unit mature
granule had a volume of 0.13 �m3 compared to 1.0–1.2 �m3 for
the unit immature granule, representing a ‘condensation factor’ in
the maturation of an immature granule into a mature unit granule
(i.e. ratio of immature granule volume to mature unit granule
 volume) of between 7.7:1 and 9.2:1 [17]. The notion that a
process of condensation can result in a reduction of granule
 volume without substantial change in the protein content of the
granule is supported by the work of Goncz et al. [78] who esti-
mated the protein content of individual CVs and mature zymogen
granules in rat pancreatic acinar cells by X-ray microscopy.

Pulse labelling of mouse pancreatic acinar cells with 3H-glycine
also supports the conclusion that immature granules undergo a
progressive reduction in size during their maturation [25]. In these
experiments, the 3H label was preferentially located in condensing
vacuoles/immature granules at early intervals after injection of 
3H-glycine and in mature zymogen granules at later intervals, and
the mean volume of 3H-labelled granules diminished over the 
6 hrs period of study. However, by only 2 hrs after injection of 
3H-glycine, the size distributions of the 3H-labelled granules and
the mature non-labelled granules were quite similar. These data
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support the assumption of Caro and Palade [79] that the condens-
ing vacuoles that are formed by the fusion of progranules in pan-
creatic acinar cells undergo a size reduction upon maturation.

Comparing the proportion of granule profile areas that bore 3H-
label at 1, 2 or 6 hrs after administration of 3H-glycine to wild-type
versus beige (Lyst bg/Lyst bg) mice showed that the percentage of
granules that were 3H-labelled increased progressively in either
case [25]. However, at each interval tested, the proportion of 3H-
labelled granules was substantially higher in the pancreatic acinar
cells of beige than wild-type mice; values for beige mice were
~4.8-, 4.6- and 1.8-fold higher than those for wild-type mice at 1,
2 and 6 hrs after administration of 3H-glycine [25]. Because beige
mice had only ~39% fewer granules per pancreatic acinar cell than
wild-type mice, we think it unlikely that this finding reflects solely
the distribution of the same amount of 3H-label to a smaller num-
ber of granules. Rather, we think that the findings are better
explained as another consequence of the normal ‘unit addition’
mechanism of granule–granule fusion which is observed in wild-
type mice being replaced, in beige mice, by a ‘random fusion’
model, as the latter pattern of granule enlargement would result in
a faster distribution of 3H-label to a higher proportion of the total
zymogen granule population than the former.

Secretory granule development has also been analysed in mast
cells following the extensive induced secretion of their granules.
After degranulation in vivo, mast cells replenish their secretory
granules in a prolonged process with several morphological
phases, resulting in mast cells of varying appearance and granule
content [5, 37, 56]. In rat peritoneal mast cells, the mast cells
identified immediately following induced secretion exhibited a
substantial decrease in cell volume associated with granule loss.
One month later, the total number of granules had returned to
baseline but the total volume of granules had not returned to the
original value (Fig. 4, ‘Regranulation data’) [37].

Moreover, after degranulation in vivo, rat peritoneal mast cell
immature granules with heterogeneous content by EM were mul-
timodally distributed with a unit granule size of 0.083 �m3. By
contrast, 1 month following mast cell activation, the mature gran-
ules were homogeneous in content by EM and exhibited a unit
granule volume of 0.048–0.052 �m3. The unit granule size of rat
mast cells 1 month after degranulation thus was similar to that of
normal (i.e. non-degranulated) adult rat mast cells (i.e. 0.044 �m3

in 3-month-old rats examined at baseline before mast cell activa-
tion) but about 40% less than the unit granule volume calculated
for the immature granules observed soon after degranulation [37].

The reduction in the calculated volume of the unit granule asso-
ciated with granule maturation, and the fact that immature granules
with heterogeneous content by EM were multimodally distributed,
suggest that in rat mast cells, immature granules may be able to
undergo fusion even before the process of granule condensation is
complete, at least under certain circumstances. This conclusion is
consistent with morphometric [4, 32], morphological [80–83], flu-
orescence imaging [84, 85], biochemical [19] and patch-clamp
[86] analyses which also have suggested that, in at least some cell
types, secretory granules with the appearance of immature gran-
ules can fuse with other granules and/or the plasma membrane.

It should be emphasized that not all immature secretory gran-
ules undergo a reduction in volume as they develop into mature
granules. For example, studies of rat bone marrow and peritoneal
eosinophils [4] and of melanotrophic cells of the intermediate lobe
of rat pituitary [32] suggest that morphologically immature granules
are able to fuse but that the morphological changes which occur
during granule maturation in these cells types are not associated
with a reduction in the volume of the maturing granule. Thus, the
changes observed during the maturation of secretory granules in
these cell types appear to reflect mainly intragranule processes that
occur independently of a significant change in granule volume.

Membrane conservation

Several lines of evidence indicate that, as one would expect based
on simple geometry, the formation of immature granules from
multiple small progranules, and the subsequent maturation of the
granule, can result in substantial conservation of the membranes
of these structures. Such membrane conservation would be par-
ticularly impressive in those instances in which granule matura-
tion is associated with a marked reduction in the granule’s volume.
A consideration of the mechanisms that can contribute to such
membrane conservation during the life cycle of secretory granules
in different cell types, and how these mechanisms also may regu-
late the final composition of mature secretory granule mem-
branes, is beyond the scope of this review but has been discussed
in detail by others [8, 20, 21].

However, we do wish to call attention to three aspects of this
process that seem relevant to the model of secretory granule for-
mation and enlargement reviewed herein. First, this process will
result in considerable conservation of the amount of membrane
needed to package the cargo of secretory cells. Assuming that the
surfaces of progranules and mature granules are smooth, 
morphometric data from studies of mouse pancreatic acinar cells
indicate that the formation of a single mature unit granule 
(volume � 0.13 �m3) by the fusion of 106–128 progranules of
the smallest size class (volume � 0.0094 �m3) will be associated
with a conservation of ~95% of the membrane surface area
required to produce the initial population of progranules [17].

Second, as reviewed extensively by others [20, 21], membrane
conservation may also substantially alter the composition and there-
fore the functional properties of the secretory granule membrane.
One consequence of such selective modification of the surface mem-
brane of secretory granules may be to regulate their ability to fuse
with other granules, as well as with the plasma membrane.

Finally, whatever the details of the processes of membrane
conservation and selective alteration of the composition of secre-
tory granule surface membranes that occur during the life cycle of
the mature secretory granule, these processes are compatible
with the development and stable existence in the cell of a popula-
tion of mature secretory granules which have volumes that repre-
sent multiples of the volume of the unit granule.

Figures 7 and 8 schematically depict our model of secretory gran-
ule formation and enlargement in mouse pancreatic acinar cells.
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Functional implications

Are there any advantages for cells to secrete granules of a tightly con-
strained minimal size (the unit granule), or, for cells in which there is
a period of post-Golgi granule–granule fusion, for storing and secret-
ing granules that vary in size as integral multiples of that minimal
size? We think that there are several possibilities. In some cells, such
as neurosecretory cells, most granules appear to be very small (vol-
ume � 0.004 �m3) and comprise a single unit granule, and each
granule typically contains a single secretory product (e.g. a single
neurotransmitter) [87–90]. The maintenance of a population of gran-
ules that is composed solely or primarily of very small granules may
allow more precise control of neurotransmitter secretion than could
be achieved if multiple size classes of granules were present.

By contrast, certain neurohormone- or hormone-secreting
cells contain small granules of a wider range of sizes (volume �
0.004–0.065 �m3) and the individual granules comprise one to a
few unit granules [32, 33]. This may facilitate the simultaneous

secretion of a single type of small peptide hormone together with
proportional amounts of other secretory products which can have
autocrine, paracrine or systemic effects; in such cells, there also

Fig. 7 Diagram of a pancreatic acinar cell illustrating subcellular land-
marks and ultrastructural criteria used for morphometric analysis. The
progranule zone (- - -) is limited by the outermost of the Golgi cisternae,
the MG and the rough endoplasmic reticulum. Note that some profiles
classified by these criteria as products of fused PG can appear identical
in ultrastructure to some profiles classified as ‘immature granules’ (IGs)
because the distinction is based on whether the structure is in the pro-
granule zone (the unit progranules and products of fused progranules) or
outside this zone (the immature granules). The numbers associated with
unit PG1, structures interpreted as products of fused PG2–100, or
MG1–10 indicate the sizes of the structures in equivalent granule unit
volumes, with all of these structures illustrated as if the plane of section
was through the equator of the structures. Thus, a MG2 would have a 
volume twice that of an MG1. (Reproduced from [17], with the permis-
sion of the publisher.)

Fig. 8 Diagram of the formation of MG in pancreatic acinar cells. 1–5:
Formation of IGs in the progranule zone of the Golgi region (the progran-
ule zone is that area limited by the outermost Golgi cisternae, the rough
endoplasmic reticulum and the MG). (1) Formation of a ‘unit PG1’ at the
Golgi cisterna. (2) Separation of a ‘unit progranule’ from Golgi cisterna.
(3) Fusion of two unit progranules to form a structure comprising the
volume and contents of two unit PG (PG1 
 PG1 forms PG2). (4)
Formation of a PG3 by fusion of a PG2 and a PG1. (5) Formation of 
progressively larger structures that represent fused PGn. (6) Passage of
structures comprised of many fused progranules outside of the progranule
zone, changing the operational designation of these structures to IGs.
The individual unit progranules and structures comprised of fused pro-
granules are drawn as if the plane of section was through the equator of
the structures and so that their diameters are in correct proportion for
structures whose volumes vary by the integral units depicted. Note that
the addition of a quantal unit of volume (particularly to a large structure
comprised of multiple fused progranules) produces a change in the two-
dimensional appearance of the structure which appears relatively modest
by visual inspection. (7) ‘Condensation’ of immature granule, outside of
the progranule zone, to form a mature ‘unit’ MG1 with homogeneously
electron dense content. (8) Progressive aggregation of mature unit gran-
ules to each other (MG1 
 MG1 forms MG2) or to larger mature granules
(e.g. MG1 
 MG4 forms MG5 [not shown]). The individual mature gran-
ules are drawn so that their diameters are in correct proportion for struc-
tures whose volumes vary by the integral units depicted. In this figure,
only mature unit granules are shown as being able to fuse with other
mature granules. However, in some cell types, there is evidence that
immature granules (i.e. immature unit granules) may be able to fuse even
before the process of granule maturation is complete (see text).
(Reproduced from [17], with the permission of the publisher.)
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would be some membrane conservation during formation of
mature granules.

Finally, cells such as pancreatic acinar cells and mast cells typ-
ically contain large granules (volume � 0.065 �m3), most of which
comprise multiple unit granules [27, 28, 31, 38, 39] and which
contain hydrolytic enzymes and many other biologically active
compounds. This permits short- to long-term storage of cargo and
then the simultaneous secretion of large amounts of enzymes and
other products. In such cells, there also would be extensive mem-
brane conservation during the assembly of the cells’ complement
of mature granules, due to the formation of mature granules.

We propose that, in general, the discrete secretion of small
amounts of cargo packed into small granules constrained to a very
narrow size increases the precision of the information conveyed
by secretion. By contrast, large granules composed of multiple
unit granules can store a large amount of material in the cell cyto-
plasm without requiring the amount of membrane that would be
required to pack the same amount of cargo into smaller granules.
In addition, the formation and storage of mature secretory gran-
ules that are multimers of unit granules provides a potential mech-
anism for mixing in large granules the contents of unit granules
which differ in their content of cargo. For example, a particular cell
type may produce unit granules which vary in content based on
varying micro-environmental cues. When such granules undergo
unit addition to the existing complement of granules, the new con-
tent then is packaged with the old, ready for secretion together
upon appropriate stimulation of the cell.

One can attempt to investigate some of the proposed advan-
tages listed above by comparing particular physiological
responses which might be influenced by aspects of our model of
secretory granule formation in wild-type mice and in mice with
mutations that alter either the volume of the unit granule, its coef-
ficient of variation, or the pattern of granule–granule fusion (e.g.
resulting in unit addition versus random patterns of fusion).
However, this is easier said than done. For example, Lyst bg/Lyst bg

mice develop giant secretory granules and appear to exhibit a ran-
dom mechanism of granule–granule fusion [39], as well as many
other phenotypic abnormalities [66]. Yet it may be challenging to
prove to what extent the diverse phenotypic abnormalities in beige
mice are due to the effects of a lack of Lyst on secretory granule
size or pattern of fusion per se, as opposed to other direct or indi-
rect consequences of the Lyst deficiency.

Conclusions and future directions

The evidence now seems compelling that the model of secretory
granule enlargement reviewed herein is correct, and is common not
only to mast cells and pancreatic acinar cells but to many different
cell types and species of organisms. This model was initially pro-
posed based on morphological and morphometric evidence derived
from transmission electron micrographs of rat peritoneal mast cells.
However, it is now supported by the results of patch clamp meas-
urements performed in living secretory cells, biochemical assess-

ment of the contents of secretory granules, and measurements of
wet preparations of secretory cells examined by EM.

While the evidence in support of the proposed model is strong,
the molecular mechanisms which account for the key features of
the model largely remain to be defined. Important questions to be
addressed include why it is only (or primarily) the unit immature
or mature granules that are fusogenic with other granules of any
size class, and why a deficiency in Lyst results in giant secretory
granules and a random pattern of granule–granule fusion. In addi-
tion to elucidating the functions of Lyst in this model, it will also
be of interest to examine to what extent the processes of unit
granule formation and granule–granule aggregation and fusion are
altered by abnormalities in other molecules which regulate vesicle
trafficking and/or the formation of secretory granules, including
the adaptor protein-3 complex [91–97] protein tyrosine phos-
phatase MEG2 [98], and molecules involved in the Rab cycle [99],
as well as particular SNAREs and SNAPs [62, 67, 100–104].

In particular, it will be of interest to search for similarities and
differences in the granule–granule fusion processes that result in
the formation of mature secretory granules in exocrine cells, such
as pancreatic acinar cells, and haematopoietic cells, such as mast
cells and eosinophils, as opposed to endocrine or neuroendocrine
cells. Both morphological and biochemical evidence supports the
occurrence of homotypic fusion of immature secretory granules as
part of the secretory granule maturation pathway in the regulated
secretory program of neuroendocrine cells, and there also is evi-
dence that this pathway is distinct from that leading to the forma-
tion of vesicles which mediate constitutive secretion in the same
cells [2, 105]. The model described in this review pertains to the
generation and enlargement of granules which participate in regu-
lated secretion, and it will be important to analyse the relevance of
this model, if any, to the constitutive pathway of cell secretion.

It will be challenging to elucidate how maintaining tight control
over the size of the unit granule in individual cell types, and sustain-
ing a unit addition model of granule–granule fusion, confer physio-
logical benefits and therefore a selective advantage. However, such
knowledge not only will provide new insights into the importance of
physiological mechanisms of secretory granule formation and
enlargement, but also may point to additional and perhaps thera-
peutically accessible consequences of the abnormalities caused by
mutations that substantially perturb the normal processes.
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